Colorado's summer rafting season has arrived in full force — The Know
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Rafting season is here, and the
Poudre River is running strong
already
The South Platte River drainage snowpack stands at 37%
above average
By J o h n M e y e r , The Denver Post · Jun 1, 2021, 6:00 am
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People whitewater raft down the Cache la Poudre River in 2013. (Lilia Munoz, Loveland Reporter1 of 7
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All those spring snowstorms that blanketed Front Range mountains and the rainy days
that followed have made for excellent rafting conditions on the Cache La Poudre River
west of Fort Collins, an exception in a year when most of the state is reporting snowpacks
well below average.
According to government "gures updated Thursday, the South Platte River drainage
snowpack — which includes the Poudre — stands at 37% above average. Every other
basin in the state is way below average, with the Upper Colorado River at 63% of normal
and the Arkansas at 61%. The southwest corner of the state, where drought conditions
remain extreme or exceptional, stands at 38%.

Flows right now are at or near peak on the Poudre, and excitement is high.
“We have quite a bit of water here early season,” said Kyle Johnson, co-owner of Rocky
Mountain Adventures, which operates on the Poudre. “We are running rafts now, and
we’ve got great whitewater, both family-friendly Class 3 as well as some of those more
high-adventure Class 4 runs. For us, it’s less about when that peak is, more about what
that curve over the season looks like. I don’t anticipate a very large peak this year, and I’m
hoping we can hold on to some decent water levels through June and July.”
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A rafting group goes by another group preparing to leave Fisherman’s Bridge on the Arkansas River in
2016. (Michael Reaves, The Denver Post)
More rain and cool temperatures are forecast for that part of the state on Sunday and
Monday. Above-average precipitation and cool temperatures across the Front Range this
spring have had a bene"t on the Poudre beyond the amount of water for rafting.
A rapid snowmelt upstream could have been problematic because of last year’s Cameron
Peak "re, which occurred in an area that drains into Poudre Canyon. Cool temperatures
prevented that.
“We don’t operate on any sections of the river that were directly a#ected by the "re,
meaning there is no burn scar on the banks of sections that we run commercially, but the
headwaters were greatly a#ected,” Johnson said. “There were concerns early on of
possible $ash $ooding scenarios, depending on how the snowmelt started. But some of
these spring storms and some of these light rains have really dampened those concerns.
We did see a little bit of discoloration in the start of the melt, a little gray hue to the water,
but things have cleared up and we remain optimistic that we won’t have any great e#ects
from the "re.”
Clear Creek is another stream that should bene"t from above-average precipitation in the
Front Range. Peak $ow on that river usually comes around mid-June, according to Dale
Drake, general manager of the Clear Creek Rafting Co.
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Rafting season is in full force on the Poudre River in northern Colorado, where the peak spring runo# is expected soon, as seen in these photos taken recently. Most Colorado rivers will have less water
than normal this summer, but the Poudre will have an above average $ow thanks to spring
snowstorms and rainy days since then. (J. Smolenske, Provided by Rocky Mountain Adventures)
“We’re really excited about a great season,” said Drake, whose company operates roughly
from Idaho Springs to 8 or 9 miles down-river. “It’s always exciting when the water levels
are on the way up, because there’s a lot of thrilling adventure on the horizon for us. It
looks like we’re going to have a lot of guests, potentially, so it looks like we’re going to
have a really great year. The phones are ringing.”
Colorado’s rafting industry reported more than 430,000 user days last year, a decrease of
20.7% from 2019 because of COVID-19, with an economic impact of $148.7 million. Rafting
typically begins in May on most Colorado rivers, but out"tters were prohibited from
operating last year until June due to the pandemic.
“I think compared to last year, when we didn’t know if we were going to have a season at
all or if customers would come, people are like, ‘A little low water this year? I’ll take it,’ ‘”
said David Costlow, executive director of the Colorado River Out"tters Association. “I think
that’s kind of the attitude, ‘If it’s just low water, I can survive that, but being closed, I can’t
survive.’ ”
The heart of the Colorado rafting industry is the Arkansas River, by far the busiest in the
state for rafting and one of the busiest in the nation. With outstanding rafting from north
of Buena Vista to the Royal Gorge, it accounted last year for more than 42% of the state’s
user days, and no other river came close to that. Although out"tters on the Arkansas will
have to make do this year with less water than normal, there are water storage and $ow
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controls in that basin to mitigate the impact of a below-average year.

The 152-mile Arkansas Headwaters Recreation Area quali"es as Colorado’s fourth largest state park.
It’s also home to the most popular commercial whitewater rafting runs in the nation, including
Browns Canyon, pictured here at the signature rapids known as Zoom Flume.
(Scott Willoughby, The Denver Post)
“We wish there was more of this resource that is the lifeblood of Colorado in so many
ways,” said Andy Neinas, owner of Echo Canyon River Expeditions, one of the out"tters
operating on the Arkansas. “That is going to have an impact on our industry. We’re still
going to be taking guests rafting, but we’re not going to have those big $ows.
“We’re not going to see the big waves and holes for as long as we might normally see
them, but we’re still going to have a great, authentic Colorado summer experience on
Colorado’s rivers throughout the entire state.”
Neinas is guessing the peak $ow on the Arkansas will come around June 7. But while peak
$ow usually translates into the most exciting rafting of the year for adrenaline junkies, the
business peak comes in the summer when tourists $ock to the state. Neinas said bookings
in the rafting industry and other tourism indicators suggest it’s going to be a very strong
season.
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Reservations are now required to drive up Mount Evans, but the new system already crashed
More voluntary fishing closures declared, but one section of Colorado River is cleared
“Voluntary” fishing closure on 120-mile section of the Colorado River
Brainard Lake opens for the season on Friday, but you’ll need a reservation this year
Is it fourteener season yet in Colorado? Almost.

“Visitation is going to be extraordinary for Colorado this year,” Neinas said. “We’re trying to
be articulate and say, ‘There’s all this pent-up demand from COVID,’ but that is
underselling what we are seeing. That is not indicative of the phones that are ringing and
the reservations that are coming in, not just within my organization, but within tourism
providers throughout Colorado. This pent-up demand is bigger than any of us are very
likely prepared for.”
In fact, demand is strong enough that Neinas recommends making reservations early.
“Our reservations are up signi"cantly,” Neinas said. “The planners will win. Those who wait
last minute, there’s not going to be any scraps left. If you think you’re going to walk into a
tourism provider this summer at the last minute, you might get lucky, but people will be
booked.”

Subscribe to our weekly newsletter, The Adventurist, to get outdoors news sent
straight to your inbox.
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